
IX.—NOTES.
MEND ASSOCIATION.

THE annual meeting of the Mind Association will be held on Saturday
29th May at the University, Edmund St., Birmingham, at 430 P.M. This
will be followed at 6*30 P.M. by a meeting of the Aristotelian Society, to
which members of the Mind Association are invited and may bring friends.
The papers on the subject—Why Htiralitm f (by Messrs. J. H. Muirhead,
F. 0. 8. Schiller and A. E. Taylor) will be taken as read, and will be sent
to members of the Association, and also to their friends, on application
to the Hon. Mr. H. W. Carr, Bury, Pulborough, Sussex. At 8 P.M.
there will be a dinner for members of the two Societies in the University
Club. Further particulars may be obtained from Prof. Muirhead, the
University, Birmingham.

The following gentlemen have joined the Mind Association since the
printing of the January number:—

Hanoyaide, J., 3 Hatton Place, Edinburgh.
Hardie R. P., 13 Palmarston Road, Edinburgh.

MR. McTAGGART ON THE " UNREALITY OF TIME ".

As Mr. McTaggart apparently intends to return to the subject of the
Unreality of Time, it would of course be premature to offer observations
on his whole position. But there is a point of view from which his
arguments are seen to be distorted from the outset by what we may
perhaps call a flaw in the glass through which we habitually observe and
consider the whole subject of ' time '.

This was roughly indicated and outlined in my Article on Time as
Derivative (MIND, vol. zvi, No. 63); though, as the subject still lacks
adequate exposition and discussion, the position assumed could hardly
expect to be definitely taken into account. From this position, however,
the orientation of our idea of time is changed, its perspectives are
altered, or more strictly, it comes under the category to which perspec-
tives belong.

If the sense-percept of Motion and therefore change in Space was not
prior to the idea of tune and did not include, as having involved, it, our
choice of terminology for its expression and definition would not be what
it is. We should have an instinctive sense of incongruity, e.g., in
speaking of a " series of positions running from the far post through the
near past to the present, and then from the present to the near future
and the far future (n.6., the question as to how a series of positions can
' run ' is a distinct one). As it is, we curiously ignore the obvious origin
of the idea of ' put ' from passed, ' present' from presented (here, ' in
this place ') and ' future ' from ' yet to come,' to arrive.

When we admit that time involves change, may we not rather suggest
that change shares with Motion and its implied Space wherein to move,
the parentage of time, as movement through the space of experience in
an irreversible direction ?'

We may agree that " the relations of earlier and later are permanent".
But why ? Because they are questions of position. A day, an hour, is a

1 The question of reversal seems as yet practically begged. There is
at least one sense—that of reminiscence, recollection, record, rather than
memory—in which time is already reversible.
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marked off area of experience, and an event " never ceases to have a
place ". But to aay that the timelets never changes can be true only in
one sense and on one condition : that change does not suggest or evolve
tha idea of time, bat is derived from and dependent on, tune. A fixed
lighthouse may begin by being barely seen on our horiion, may be
passed and at last barely seen on another. This surely implies tiro
kinds or modes of Space: (1) the static and (2) the kinetic- We may
say that Change implies room wherein to change, and thus movement
internal 'or external; movement also of object or of its standing-ground,
in given directions. To this we add as an after-thought, and time
wherein to change.

Thus change can only be " a change of the characteristics imparted to
events by their presence in the A series " (of positions). Rather their
presence in the A aeries is one of many results of the events as charac-
teristic. Character is not temporal, neither is Presence: character is
qualitative and presence spatial: while Events take place. So long as we
ignore these facts which, as in so many cases, reveal themselves through
age-long and involuntary tendencies of speech—some healthy and reveal-
ing some diseased or antiquated—it is no wonder that even a trained and
able di*l«<*.ini»n should have to own that " we cannot explain what is
meant by past, present and future "• For they are lent by space for the
measurement, the pU ĵrig, the direction of our successive triad of past,
present and future. When we say " whenever we judge anything to
exist in time,, we are in'error" we are right, because existence in this
sense depends on motion in space only.

It is apparently a condition of present oonscioasness or ' mind' that it
shoold be able to remember, to reproduce in 'idea' the space already
U'aTersed in experience, and again with rare and doubtful exceptions
should be unable to predict, to frruee the inevitable ' other half ' of our
time-area and time-movement.

It looks as though this arbitrary blindness to what is coming, approach-
ing, or what we are advancing into (significantly reversing, it may be
noted, the main condition of highly organised life—the forward-reaching
vision), has a special reason and office, whiqh, when we have acquired in
higher forms a signifioating power once strenuously operative but now to
some extent suppressed, may be safely removed. At present some of
the moat precious attributes of mind, and among them that of indirect
future-vision, by predictive analogy and the sense of consequence, of
mental or logical result, seem to be due to the partial paralysis of out-
look which the apparent irreversibility of ' time' involves. The very
idea of creation or origin seems to depend on a non-reversible (or revert-
ing) ' time'.

When we have proved ourselves worthier of the gift we call moral
sense, and of the power of reading the needs of the ' future' through
those of the past and present, we may find ourselves safely entrusted by
Nature with eyes couched of that ' cataract' which as yet hides from us
the vista of what is in front of us, while curiously enough we have eyes
for that which is behind us.1 At present there is no doubt that it would
make for the loss of valuable qualities. We should become morbid
'fataliste'. Many interests of the highest concern would die down in
us. To anticipate as we recollect would be, as we are, ruinous. But let
us imagine a lack of background, of register, history, memory and record,
as complete as the present lack of forteatt, and then realise what we are
losing by failure to become fit for the vision of the Future. The severe

1 And then our suggestively ambiguous use of ' before,' as at once front
and back of our position, will be Accounted for, and the paradoxical con-
trast between physical and mental vision recognised and interpreted.
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training now called that of science, which has so suddenly come about
with effects on the race yet to be realised, may well be the first prepara-
tion for this. No strictness of discipline in the seeking of experi-
mentally-purged fact can be too great as the Fore-seer's preliminary
training. Else we should be intoxicated by the resumption of a normal
heritage which for good reasons has been in abeyance.

We have, as it is, too many confident prophets who are dogmatically
oertain of the validity of their message because they have not yet learnt
to allow for sources of error suoh as the misplacement of the Time-idea,
which is in fact out of context and thus out of relation. All our theories
(and refutations) of ' immortality' are utterly astray, diverted from
their true line of advance by this initial dislocation of judgment. From
this point of view, then, I venture to ask whether a flaw in the very first
conditions of observation may not be vitiating all our discussions of that
room for experience which we call time. .

As Mr. McTaggart's article and this comment both raise questions to
be hereafter dealt with, nothing more need now be said. At present the
difficulties seem entirely owing to the erection of Time, originally a con-
venient derivation or secondary produot of Motion-space, into the rank of
an original category.

V. WtUT.

OBITUARY.

BY the death of Emeritus-Professor Simon Sommerville Laurie, on 1st
March, 1909, there has been lost to British philosophy a writer of rare
intellectual courage, shrewd independence of judgment, and great specu-
lative insight Philosophy was the absorbing and unremitting occupation
of his life, and wan undertaken, as he used to say, simply to ' systematise
his own experience'. He thought and wrote primarily for himself, and
was not muoh interested in the promulgation of his views,—an attitude
which rejv-ted considerably on his style and manner of expounding his
ideas His earliest philosophical work was a volume on the PhiUnophy of
Ethics, punushed so lonif a40 as 1866 when he was thirty-six years of age.
Another follow *d in 1888 on Certain Bniith Theories of Moralt. But it
was in 1884 that he first took au original and independent place in the
ranks of British philosophers with his Metaphynca Nova et Vetusta,
followed a year later by the complementary volume, Elhica. or tht Ethics of
Reaton. These books have been translated into French by an enthusiastic
exponent of his views, Prof. Q. Remade of Haaselt. Prof. Laurie re-
cant the theory developed in these two volumes, in a more comprehensive
and more systematic form. The result of these further reflections was
the production of the Synlhetica: being Meditation* Epuiemoloyical and
Ontologicai, published in 1906.

In addition to articles contributed to philosophical journals, he wrote
largely on the philosophy and history of education, and by this no
doubt he is best known, not merely to the students who listened to his
leotures during his occupancy of the Chair of Education in Edinburgh
University, but to the wide circle of educationists abroad. One can see
the reciprocal influence of educational theory on philosophical theory in
77i« Irutituta 0' Education (2nd ed., 1899), where he embodied his
views on the fundamental principles of education.

His connexion with philosophy is naturally all that is relevant to this
journal, and biographical information must therefore be omitted. But
it is to be hoped that some one will be able to put on record Prof.
Laurie's influence on the course of educational development i > Scot-
land and give to a widely-interested public some account of a singularly
attractive personality.
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